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The Power of Bulk Purchase

In this Issue

Yorkshire Beekeepers saved £4000.00 buying these 400 polystyrene nucs
YBKA Purchasing Officer, Paul Winder, demonstrates the buying power of
the largest beekeeping association in the UK. All YBKA districts were
invited to ask their members if they wanted to buy any of these nucs at
£19.00 - £10.00 less than the list price. In total we purchased 400 of
these nucs for members. Learn more about the activities of YBKA
below:-
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DESPITE THE COLD IT SEEMS THAT EVERY BEEKEEPER I TALK TO IS
INFECTED WITH OPTIMISM - LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER
SEASON AND HOPING FOR GOOD WEATHER
In this issue I have included some information about what YBKA does for its
members and also listed some of the ways you, as a member, can get involved
at the county level. There are however a few articles about other issues as
well.
In addition to the purchase of all those polystyrene nucleus hives YBKA is
also distributing the foundation bulk purchase at our meeting on 9th March.
Surely this is the best value ‘standard’ foundation available?
Members attending the YBKA conference will also be able to do some
shopping with more ‘stands’ than ever - Abelo will be there with extractors
and other equipment, Yorkshire Beehives will be selling... hives and other
equipment, Spinks Compak will have bargains for members, Northern Bee
Books will have a huge range of reading for you, the National Bee Unit will be
on hand with advice and several individual members are also running stalls.
As you hopefully know we are trying to update our constitution to reflect
both changes in the BBKA constitution and the needs of our 1400 members
spread across this huge, beautiful county of ours. You can have your say on
this by attending the meeting at the Great Yorkshire Showground on 9th
March. Our speaker for that day is Martin Smith.
There are also several training events in the programme so lots of
opportunities to get involved.

Best Wishes to all Members
Bill Cadmore

Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association
Conference 2013
All beekeepers are invited to attend the annual conference of the Yorkshire
Beekeepers’ Association Saturday April 20th 2013

The venue

Address & Post Code

York 6th Form College

York College Sim Balk Lane, York,
YO23 2BB

Where is the College - Just off the
A64
See map - click this link
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The Speakers

The Lectures

Maryann Frazier Penn State

The Pesticide Conundrum;
Protecting Crops, People and
Pollinators
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Dr Karen Scott Newcastle

The Hidden Work of Beekeepers

University

Chairman Bristol

Illustrated musings on Beekeeping

BKA
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se
Maryann Frazier Penn State
University

Bee Nutrition PhD Research Project
Managing Honey Bee Mites and
Diseases by Letting Them Be

Costs

All Attendees

Includes all Refreshments
and 2 course lunch

£25.00

Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association
Conference 2013 The Conference
Market Place

Frame Hangers

YBKA Mugs & Clothing

Cosy Bee Limited

PLANTS FOR BEES

Even if you have missed out on getting a place at the conference you can visit during the lunch period in order to
purchase equipment from the ‘marketplace’. Phone for further details - 0113 216 0482.

Jobs in the Apiary for March
by Roger Chappel & Len Mutton March is a
crucial month as the colonies start to emerge
from their winter slumbers. Food stocks will be
very low at this time and it’s vital that beekeepers
maintain a constant vigil to make sure there is
always food available. Dependent on the
temperature and weather conditions we think it’s
a good idea to start feeding with a thin sugar
solution (1:1) as this tends to stimulate the
Queen to increase her egg laying frequency. It is
also the time when all the old winter bees will
start to die off so there may be evidence at the
front of the hive of a lot of dead bees. This
shouldn’t be a concern but don’t be tempted to
go in to the hive yet, at least not until the
temperatures increase to around 15 degrees
Celsius over a consistent period. Last year we
were taken by surprise because of an unusually
early spring when the colonies expanded almost
exponentially in a very short space of time only
to be stopped in their tracks by late April/May
when the weather conditions deteriorated rapidly
leaving unusually large colonies (for that time of
year) struggling to feed itself. In all our years of
beekeeping we have never known a season when
we had to feed the bees so much in summer –
let’s hope we don’t get a repeat of this in 2013.
Any new beekeeper would surely have been
tested to the limit last year and, hopefully, it won’t
have put too many of them off. If they got
through that year without too many losses then
they should be able to cope with most problems
in future – the good news!! During March the
bees will be able to start collecting nectar and
pollen from the early flowers such as daffodil,
crocus, snowdrop and celandines as well as some
blossom. Normally we wouldn’t recommend a
full inspection but that depends on the conditions
but make sure you have your equipment ready
(essentially clean floors, which is the first job) in
case the situation warrants it. The normal time is

mid April for the first full inspection but the
floors can be replaced any time from the middle
of March. To summarise the jobs: Keep a weekly
check on the food supply Feed when and where
appropriate dependent on temperature. Provide
thin syrup where appropriate, stick to fondant or
candy where the temperatures are below 10
degrees Celsius. Replace floors when the daytime
temperatures increase to over 12 degrees
consistently. Check for signs of Varroa within the
colony. Treat when and where applicable as soon
as the required temperature rises. Check all hives
are weather proof and in good shape for the
coming season. Paint and number any hives not
already done. Prepare supers and extra frames
for the coming season. Make new hive stands
positioned at knee height to eliminate back ache
whilst on your inspections. As for the other tasks
we outlined last month, I think we are just about
on top of these with a few things still to do and a
coat of varnish required here and there. We are
turning our attention to
other matters now such as
“Have we enough shed
and storage space
available”? and “What new
equipment do we need
before the season starts –
make a list”. Another little
job we’ve been putting off
all winter is the OBSERVATION HIVE we put up
on the Village Hall during the summer. This always
is a big attraction and very much a focal point and
place of curiosity for the local villagers as well as
a wider audience from folk who come over to the
village from Darlington just to look. We also get a
lot of walkers passing through and the village Hall
committee is very keen on promoting good
husbandry and is anxious to be seen to be making
a contribution to the well-being of our ecology
and is constantly pushing green initiatives. So, in

itself is situated on a west facing wall and, in the
heat of the summer, does get quite a lot of sun.
We feel it needs more shade and have considered
re-sighting it but have decided to give it one more
year in this position as it does have better
exposure for the public facing the main village
green. We hope to design a suitable sun-shade
(that is work in progress). Inside the hive, we felt

this sense we are very lucky to live in such a
supportive environment and it has certainly done
wonders to dispel all the ‘nasty’ rumours which
often fill the air in some communities which seem
to be plagued by residents - a vociferous minority
always – who have this ridiculously negative view
of bees and all the attendant dangers of stings,
aggressive swarms and anaphylactic shock scares.
If you are experiencing these kind of negative
vibes in your community think seriously about
installing an observation hive in a central position
- it does wonders for PR. We had a lot of
difficulty in the beginning finding a suitable bit of
kit – they are not that easy to find and there
always seems to be a snag i.e. they are either too
small, too big, not user-friendly, too expensive, too
cheap etc….This being the case we decided to
design our own, custom built to fit the situation
we had. Our first attempt, which we used last
year, was OK but we did encounter a number of
problems with it. It was prone to over-heat for
example and required almost constant
monitoring. The entrance (which was at the top
of the hive) and connected to a clear plastic drain
pipe to allow the bees to enter the hive at a safe
distance away was unsuitable because (a) the bees
had to carry their dead up to the top of the hive
and this proved too much of a struggle for them
(b) It tended to overheat and (c) It regularly
became blocked with detritus and other material
such as dead bees etc..So, we have completed a
small modification and re-sighted the entrance/
exit slot at te bottom of the hive – hopefully this
will help the bees sort themselves out. The hive

it wasn’t quite big enough and gave little scope for
the colony to manouvre and expand. It does
incorporate a feeder (top left corner) which is
accessed through a large hole drilled in the top,
covered by a sliding door. We have added a
couple of ‘custom-made’ frames (top right) and, in
total we now have 4 full deep frames and the 2
small ones. We have also increased the number of
ventilation windows and inserted a wire mesh
floor so that the bees are not walking around in
detritus and varroa. This can easily be cleaned out
from time to time via access points in the base of
the hive. So, we have just about arrived at the
design we are happy with (below) and this will be
erected on our specially designed metal runners
already in place on the wall of the hall. Should be
interesting! If anyone is interested we can supply
full specification and measurements – just send us
an e-mail. If you wish we are more than happy to
visit your location to advise on sighting and design
etc..

Roger & Len

Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association GPC
Chairman
Mr W P Cadmore
01132160482
bill.cadmore@ntlworld.com
Vice Chairman
Tony Jefferson
07749731945
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk
Hon. Secretary
Brian Latham
01132643436
brian.latham@ntlworld.com
Hon. Treasurer
Bob Hunter
01484 713671
rmwhunter@blueyonder.co.uk
Equipment Officer
Paul Winder
07921974777
jpawinder@hotmail.com
School Day Organiser
Phil Gee
07769650059
pjgphilgee@aol.com
Honey Show Organisation & YAS Liaison
Dave Shannon
01302772837
dave_aca@tiscali.co.uk
Newsletter Editor
Bill Cadmore
01132160482
bill.cadmore@ntlworld.com
104 Hall Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5JG
Examinations
Wendy Maslin
01482 656018
beewendi@gmail.com
Education, Training & Information
Graham Crerar
07855959749
graham.crerar@civica.co.uk
BBKA ADM Delegate
Tony Jefferson
07749731945
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk
Web Master
David Lamont
07968817153
dave@mtvhosting.co.uk
NBU Representitive
Ivor Flatman
07775 119436
ivor.flatman@fera.gsi.gov.uk
YAS Representative (until March 2013)
Michael Badger
0113 2945879
buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com
Simon Maslin
Robin Tomlinson
Roger Chappel

01482 656018
0113 286 5842

GPC Working Groups
Annual Conference Organisers
Bill Cadmore
Brian Latham
Graham Crerar
Constitution Review Group
Brian Latham
Simon Maslin
Bob Hunter
National Honey Show Representatives
Ivor Flatman
Michael Badger
Gerald Moxon
Beecraft Named Shareholder Representative
Brian Latham
Other Responsibilities - Beecraft Directors
Michael Badger
Chris Coulson

maslin@maslin.karoo.co.uk
rogerchappel21@gmail.com

Michael Badger
Reminder - any member of YBKA can
stand for election to almost all of these
posts - contact the Secretary for
details.

Yorkshire BKA GPC

AREA REPRESENTATIVES

Why not invite your area rep to one of your district meetings ?
Airedale, Wharfedale & Bradford

David Lamont
07968817153
dave@mtvhosting.co.uk

Leeds & Barkston Ash

Robin Tomlinson

Rotherham, Doncaster, Barnsley, Sheffield

Dave Shannon
01302-772837
daveshannon.aca@me.com

Halifax, Huddersfield, Wakefield, Pontefract

Phil Gee
01422886114
pjgphilgee@aol.com

Beverley, York, Easingwold

Simon Maslin
01482656018
maslin@maslin.karoo.co.uk

Northallerton, Thirsk & Richmond, Darlington

Roger Chappel rogerchappel21@gmail.com

Whitby, Scarborough, Malton & Rydale

Tony Jefferson
07749731945
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk

0113 286 5842

What do Area Reps. do ?
We want to make sure that every YBKA member, in every district.....
..... knows what is available to them through YBKA
...... has the opportunity to have a say in what YBKA does and what services it provides
........ can be represented by YBKA at the national level through debate with BBKA YOUR
area rep. is your link with YBKA and BBKA.

BBKA Members Handbook
All new members of our association should receive from BBKA a welcome pack. This pack
has been revised so that all now receive a booklet called the “BBKA Members Handbook”.
This is a nice little booklet which brings together many of the downloadable .pdf files
available on the BBKA website. On the basis that it would be useful for District
Association Committee Members to know what new members are receiving YBKA have
purchased a set of these booklets and will give each district association 3 copies:- One
for the Training Officer - so they can tell the trainees about the booklet One for the
committee to look at One for the association library We would have liked to give every

member a copy of the booklet but this was judged to be a poor use of financial resources
when most experienced members will know most of the information already and because
almost everything is available as downloadable files from the website. A representative
from each district association should collect the 3 booklets during the Delegates
Meeting on 9Th March 2013.

Regional Bee Inspector
Ivor Flatman
Tel. 01924 252795 or 07775 119436

Group, individual & digital subs available
http://bkqonline.co.uk

Northern Bee Books
for the widest range of books see
www.GroovyCart.co.uk/beebooks

Scout Bottom Farm, Mytholmroyd, Hebden Bridge HX7 5JS (UK)
Phone: 01422 882751 Fax: 01422 886157
Website: www.GroovyCart.co.uk/beebooks

www.thebeeshop.co.uk

Quality Beekeeper Clothing At

Affordable Prices Full Suits, Smocks, Bee Vests & Veils Sizes from
Infant to XXXL in White, Olive, Camel & Camouflage A Full beekeeper
suit for under £50 (free postage) Discounts available for BBKA divisions
Email: michael.duckett@virgin.net

JOHN PHILLIPS – 1935 – 2013

In June of 1974 the first A.G.M of the resurrected Halifax & District Beekeepers’
Association was held. Rev. David Hoskins was elected Secretary, Mr. W. Garnett,
Chairman and Mr. Philip Jones, Treasurer. As the summer meetings were arranged
(and quoting from the minutes) “Mr. & Mrs. Phillips invited members to inspect their
bees and offer comments, which would be invaluable as they were both beginners at
beekeeping”.
Members nowadays cannot imagine that John and Edna were ever beginners and their
willingness to share their enthusiasm, knowledge and love of their craft has not waned
40 years later. John quite quickly turned his attention to education and ran winter
courses, followed by practical courses at his home.
Over the years 100s of beekeepers have been helped and trained by John, ably
supported by Edna. They drove miles around the district helping people set up their
apiaries, helping people with problems, collecting swarms and promoting beekeeping at
local shows. John, with friend Jeremy Burbidge, arranged for eminent and
knowledgeable speakers to attend Halifax meetings and opened them to all nearby
Associations.
John took examinations even up to a few years ago to promote and encourage others
into improving their own craft. John & Edna’s apiary being a shining example of bee
craft to everyone who saw it. John’s untimely death on 9th February, after a brave
fight against illness, leaves a gap in our Association. John had a quiet and reassuring
way about him, a lovely sense of humour too.
We all know the old joke, “When three beekeepers are asked a question expect three
different answers”! That’s true but we all knew we could depend on John’s answer.
Our thoughts are with Edna and her family at this sad time.

New Beekeeper’s Diary
4th	
  February	
  I	
  had	
  a	
  check	
  up	
  on	
  the	
  fondant	
  today.	
  It’s	
  been	
  pre7y	
  cold	
  so,	
  as	
  expected,	
  there	
  was	
  no	
  sign	
  of	
  
any	
  bees	
  ﬂying.	
  The	
  fondant	
  has	
  deﬁnitely	
  been	
  eaten,	
  but	
  there	
  is	
  sAll	
  plenty	
  leB	
  so	
  not	
  worth	
  topping	
  up	
  yet.
13th	
  February
ABer	
  missing	
  the	
  ﬁrst	
  beginners’	
  session	
  at	
  BABKA	
  for	
  a	
  conference,	
  I	
  braved	
  the	
  snow	
  this	
  evening	
  for	
  the	
  
second.	
  It’s	
  been	
  a	
  while	
  since	
  I’ve	
  looked	
  at	
  insect	
  morphology	
  so	
  I	
  was	
  grateful	
  for	
  the	
  refresher.	
  John	
  also	
  
went	
  through	
  the	
  Amings	
  of	
  development,	
  which	
  will	
  be	
  good	
  to	
  get	
  a	
  grip	
  on	
  now	
  so	
  we	
  can	
  start	
  to	
  plan	
  head	
  
for	
  swarming.	
  
14th	
  February	
  In	
  contrast	
  to	
  yesterday’s	
  snowy	
  weather,	
  it’s	
  been	
  sunny	
  and	
  warm	
  today.	
  The	
  bees	
  were	
  out	
  
ﬂying,	
  but	
  I	
  didn’t	
  see	
  them	
  bringing	
  back	
  in	
  any	
  pollen-‐	
  probably	
  just	
  out	
  to	
  relieve	
  themselves!	
  I	
  saw	
  a	
  worker	
  
removing	
  another	
  from	
  the	
  hive	
  and,	
  on	
  closer	
  inspecAon,	
  there	
  were	
  a	
  few	
  dead	
  bees	
  on	
  the	
  ground	
  near	
  the	
  
entrance.	
  I	
  am	
  assuming	
  these	
  were	
  old	
  workers	
  removed	
  from	
  the	
  hive	
  while	
  it	
  was	
  warm	
  enough	
  to	
  do	
  so.	
  
Again,	
  the	
  bees	
  were	
  feeding	
  on	
  the	
  fondant	
  but	
  there	
  was	
  sAll	
  plenty	
  leB.
26th	
  February
We	
  haven’t	
  seen	
  the	
  sun	
  for	
  a	
  while	
  so	
  we’ve	
  not	
  seen	
  much	
  acAvity	
  from	
  the	
  hive	
  recently.	
  I	
  had	
  a	
  quick	
  check	
  
again	
  on	
  the	
  fondant,	
  which	
  is	
  sAll	
  going	
  down	
  but	
  not	
  worth	
  disturbing	
  them	
  to	
  add	
  more	
  just	
  yet.	
  There	
  were	
  
a	
  couple	
  of	
  dead	
  bees	
  on	
  it-‐	
  I	
  am	
  hoping	
  they	
  were	
  old	
  workers	
  too	
  and	
  didn’t	
  just	
  die	
  from	
  the	
  cold!	
  If	
  they	
  
haven’t	
  been	
  removed	
  fairly	
  soon	
  I	
  might	
  ﬁsh	
  them	
  out	
  myself	
  as	
  I	
  have	
  a	
  suspicion	
  that	
  they’ll	
  be	
  too	
  stuck	
  in	
  
the	
  fondant	
  for	
  the	
  workers	
  to	
  remove	
  them.

Our	
  bee	
  feeding	
  on	
  the	
  fondant.	
  There	
  are	
  a	
  few	
  dead	
  ones	
  in	
  there	
  which	
  I’ll	
  remove	
  if	
  the	
  workers	
  don’t	
  manage	
  to.	
  	
  

Cat Jones

Ventilation in Honey Bee Hives
I have always regarded it as a blessing that I sleep
well, lights out, head on pillow and I’m in the land of
nod. But I don’t require more than six or seven
hours sleep, less as the years go by, and so, in the
winter, I wake well before dawn, with a topic of
contemplation already whirling around in my brain.
These topics come from a long agenda, the
existence of an omnipotent creator, the future of
the EU, the possible terminal nature of my current
set of aches and pains, my mortality, the future of
children and grandchildren, crop rotation in the
garden and so on. But in the last few days the
agenda item my sleeping subconscious has selected
has been ‘ventilation in the beehive’. The origin of
this train of thought came from a question and
answer session following a talk at Beverley BKA, a
remarkably well attended meeting bearing in mind
that a blizzard had descended on East Yorkshire
that afternoon. They are a tough group of people in
those parts. As with many areas in beekeeping my
current practice is decidedly different from what I
was taught and practised during my first years of
beekeeping. Then of course we had solid floors.
During the summer entrance blocks would be
removed and the hives would have a wide entrance
and the crown boards propped up with match sticks
or the heads of hobnails. The feeding hole in the
crown board would often be left open. In the winter
the crown board would be firmly placed on to the
hive boxes, the entrance reduced with an entrance
block and an insulating fleece placed over the crown
board. When the mesh floor was introduced at the
end of the 1990’s as a measure against varroa, my
ideas gradually changed. First I realised that a wide
entrance was no longer necessary at any time of the
year. An entrance area of just a few square
centimetres is sufficient to allow the ingress and
egress of foraging bees even at the height of
foraging, and a small entrance reduces the
possibility of robbing. The mesh floor removes any
chance that there is insufficient ventilation during
the summer. Also I found that, counter to intuition,
the bees seemed to thrive during the winter even
with an open mesh floor without a floor insert. For
a while I covered the feed hole in the crown board
with small off-cuts of mesh, but what I observed
was that the bees did not like this and would fill the
mesh in the crown board with propolis. By contrast
in the dozen or so years that I’ve used mesh floors

I’ve never known them to place propolis in the floor
mesh. I concluded that bees do not like or want
natural ventilation from a chimney effect. They
need to be in control of their ventilation. And it is
always worthwhile considering the behaviour of
honey bees in the wild. In a feral colony, the honey

bees choose a cavity with the entrance, often
remarkably small, towards the bottom. Comb is
constructed from the roof of the cavity in vertical
parallel planes, which are not only attached at the
top but also, partially down the side walls, then
forming a catenary curve along the bottom edge.
Unlike the construction of a modern framed hive
there are no ventilation channels along the top or
the sides. The design of the comb gives the bees
great flexibility in the control of air movement
around the combs. The narrow chimneys of air
between the combs can be shut off, partially shut
off, opened or have air channelled between them by
fanning. When we refer to clustering in the winter
hive we are seeing the bees using their bodies to
totally restrict air flow between the wax combs.
For most of the year ventilation to remove excess
heat is not required. The bees value the warmth
within the brood nest. It costs them to produce it
and in the area in the hive used to raise brood the
temperature needs to be maintained at 34/45O C.
Even in the summer this is 15 – 20 degrees above
the mean temperature taken over 24 hours and it is
exceptional in our temperate climate for ambient
air temperatures to reach or exceed the brood
temperature, whereas night time temperatures in
the middle of the summer can fall to 10O C or lower.

Feral bees design their hive so that the warm air is
held in a space like the air in a hot air balloon,
except that the movement of air is further
restricted by the vertical combs. On the few
occasions that the colony needs to remove heat or,
more likely, to remove moisture the bees are able
to create air currents by fanning. All this needs to
be born in mind when deciding how to allow
ventilation in our managed colonies. I have now
concluded that ventilation should be from the
bottom only and the exact area open to ventilation
at the bottom of the hive is not that important. At
the same time I now place insulation above the
crown board all year round. By insulation I mean
squares of carpet that I’ve cut to fit into the

space between the crown board rebates. I have
loads of these squares now and they are a standard
part of my hive set up. By having ventilation from
the bottom and insulation at the top, warm air is
retained but heavier damp and carbon dioxide laden
air can escape. Since introducing mesh floors I
rarely find signs of chalk brood as the colony can
much easier remove moist air during the winter and
early spring. John Whitaker Ulleskelf Jan 2013

Great Yorkshire Show - YAS Honey Show Two Honey
Show Stewards are needed for the YAS Honey Show as a
part of the Great Yorkshire Show Interested ? - Contact

Michael Badger for more details 0113
2945879 buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

Caring for Your Polystyrene Hive
Polystyrene is a great material for bee hives. Its lightweight, cost effective and
when properly looked after will last 20+ years. So, how do you give your poly hive or
poly nuc box the best life you can.
Painting
Although you don’t need to paint polystyrene hive parts, like the wooden equivalent,
they will last much longer if you do.
A Natural hive paint, based of Silicium, gives a rough surface that makes it easy for
the bees to climb on and has natural anti-fungicide properties to it. Alternatively,
masonry paints or even the cuprinol shades can also be used. Painting the inside of
the feeder is also recommended, especially if you are going to be using it for weak
sugar syrup. If you are using paint other than the polystyrene paint, make sure the
finished surface is roughened to aid the bees in climbing.
Cleaning
The hives are best cleaned with a solution of washing soda. This will dissolve propolis
and clean off any dirt etc. Be careful trying to remove propolis and wax with the hive
tool, as it will dig into the polystyrene if the tool is not kept flat.
Sterilisation of the hive can be carried out with a solution of household bleach,
normally a 10% solution is recommended. Virkon S, obtainable from farm suppliers
and some vets is also a very good cleaning liquid.
Wear suitable protection, including eye protection, when cleaning your
Identifying Your Hive
Now that Yorkshire is due to be covered with 400 identical polystyrene nucleus hives
it is fairly important that we can identify who owns which hive. The easiest way is to
use a permanent marker to write your name and postcode on each individual section
of the hive.

New Varroa Treatment Strips
Press Release - received 28th February 2013
February 27th 2013, MAQS® Beehive Strip has received registration in the United
Kingdom for beekeeper’s use. It has received approval by VMD (Veterinary Medical
Department). The beekeepers of the United Kingdom now have a new tool to combat
the most serious threat to its honeybees, the Varroa destructor parasitic mite.
Left untreated, Varroa mites will transmit viruses that weaken a honeybee colony.
Millions of colonies across Europe have died in recent years from this parasitic mite.
MAQS® is a saccharide gel strip formulation of formic acid, an effective active
ingredient that is naturally occurring in honey. Because the Varroa mites reproduce
on the developing baby bee, transmitting viruses that deform the bee, their control
is being approached as a brood disease.
The saccharide gel formic acid vapours released from the saccharide gel strip
penetrate the brood cap, stopping the mite where it reproduces. The initial target
was the male mite, which never leaves the brood cell. However, trials show that it is
also very effective on all stages of the female mite. It is the first mite treatment
to successfully target Varroa mite reproduction. T
he concept of MAQS® Beehive Strip was first developed in Canada, by NOD Apiary
Products Ltd. operating in the UK as NOD Europe. NOD’s personnel worked with
BASF’s scientists to overcome technical barriers, the solution to which was BASF’s
biodegradable and compostable film Ecoflex®. The resulting treatment is just 7
days.
The physical product will be available in the UK from early April 2013
Please contact
E. H Thorne (Beehives) Ltd, Beehive Business Park, Rand, Nr Wragby, Market Rasen.
LN8 5NJ. Tel: 01673 858555 www.thorne.co.uk, sales@thorne.co.uk
or
BCW Agriculture Ltd, Market Drayton Shropshire TF9 3UX.
Tel: 01630 655 722
sales@bcwagric.co.uk, www.bcwagric.co.uk

The Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association
Registered charity number 509743

A council and Spring Conference meeting of the Yorkshire Beekeepers’ Association will be
held on Saturday 9th March 2013 at the Normanby Pavilion, Great Yorkshire Show Ground,
Harrogate

start

10:00 hours.
10.00 - 10.30
10.30 - 10.45
10.45

Coffee
Welcome and opening
Council Meeting

Agenda
1 Opening of council meeting
2 Apologies
3. Appointment of “Tellers”
4. Declaration of business for discussion under any other business
5. Minutes of last meeting
6. Matters arising
7. Secretary’s report
8. Treasurer’s report
9. Capitation fees
10.BBKA delegate report
11.YBKA Annual Conference 2013
12.Education & training
13.Events calendar
14.YAS new building project
15.Area representatives
16.YBKA Constitution review
17.AOB Closure; date, venue and time of next meeting.
Buffet lunch
The YBKA Spring Lecture
Speaker: Martin Smith

" What does the BBKA do for me, the local beekeeper"

General Secretary Brian Latham
111 Woodland Road Leeds LS15 7DN Telephone: 0113 264 3436
Mobile: 07765842766
e-mail: brian.latham@ntlworld.com

Y.B.K.A. CALENDAR 2013
March 9th

YBKA Spring Lecture
YBKA Delegates Meeting
Yorkshire Showground

April 6th

Lincoln BKA Auction

April 12/13/14th

BBKA Harper Adams Convention

April 20th

YBKA Annual Conference
York College

April 28th

Beverley Auction

www.beverleybeekeepers.co.uk
May 3rd

YBKA GPC Meeting

June 11th/12th

YAS Schools’ Days

June 14th

YBKA GPC Meeting

July 9th

Great Yorkshire Show

August 2nd

YBKA GPC Meeting

September 20th

YBKA GPC Meeting

October 19th/20th

YBKA Honey Show
Countryside Live

October 31st

National Honey Show

November 22nd

YBKA GPC Meeting

December 7th

YBKA AGM
Yorkshire Showground

Note: Training dates are not shown - all programmed events are fully subscribed.
See future issues for new events.

Constitution Revue
A draft revision of the Constitution of the YBKA was recently circulated to all members. The
Constitution in its present form was adopted in December 2007 and after six years it was
felt by your General Purposes Committee that it was time that it was looked at again.
Some of the issues and problems the GPC is attempting to address in the draft include:
1. A sense of confusion has arisen in recent years over the different responsibilities of the
District Association “Members” of the YBKA and of the Beekeeper Members of the YBKA
and thus of the responsibilities and operation of the Annual Delegates’ Meeting of the
District Associations and of the Annual General Meeting of Members. Who has the
authority in the Governance of the Association, the individual Beekeepers members or the
District Associations? In the draft we have tried to make it clear that the beekeepers
have the authority and the District Associations (when they meet in Conference) have an
advisory role. Is this the correct way? In the existing constitution the authority is split
between the two, though there is some confusion.
2. How do we encourage beekeepers to take part in the general meetings of the Association?
What should be the minimum number of members that can attend a meeting for its
decisions to be binding, i.e. what is the quorum for a General Meeting? Many Annual
General Meetings of the Association in recent years have struggled to achieve the quorum
specified in the existing Constitution, which is 5% of members (about 70 people). Should
we reduce to quorum, so that we can ensure the business of the meeting goes ahead? If
we reduce it how do we guard against a “vocal minority” taking over? How do we ensure we
maintain a democratic environment? Should we consider Proxy voting or postal voting? How
can we (should we) make greater use of Social Media and the Internet in our
management?
3. The Trustees of the Association have the legal responsibility (under the Charities Act) for
the proper activity of the Association. How many Trustees should there be? How should
they be appointed? What is their relationship with the GPC?
4. Should the YBKA continue the concept of the “Honorary Member”? The “Certificate of
Merit” was introduced in the current constitution, but has never been awarded, should it
continue? How should the two awards be made? What are the grounds for award?
5. The revision has opened the way for specialist groups of beekeepers (e.g. Bee Breeding
Groups, “Natural Beekeepers”, etc.) to become affiliated with the YBKA. Do you approve
of this change?
The General Purposes Committee is hoping that you will all contribute to the debate on this
revision. This is an opportunity for us all to make the YBKA fit for purpose for the coming
Seven to Ten Years. All comments will be relayed back to members through the Newsletter
in the coming months. Please respond with your comments and opinions to
constitution.revue@YBKA.org.uk.
The Draft Revision is available at: http://ybka.org.uk/uploads/YBKA%20First%20Draft
%20Revision%20Nov %202012.pdf The BBKA Constitution is available at: http://
www.bbka.org.uk/about/how_we_are_run/constitution The Charity Commissioners’ website is:
http://www.charity-°©- commission.gov.uk/Charity_requirements_guidance/

